SHINTO
WORKSTATION SYSTEM

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The Shinto system unites the simplicity of Japanese
design with modern trends. With it’s use of natural
materials, Shinto has wonderful soft tones and the
richness of timber makes it visibly pleasing to the eye.
The Shinto has a variety uses in the workplace,
from managerial offices, to meeting rooms, to inline
workstation layouts. The internal metal frame is
adjustable to scale up or down to accommodate
more users. A great feature for flexibility in an evolving
workplaces.
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LEG VARIETIES
The Shinto legs are made of Solid
European Beechwood timber, and can
be stained in a range of colours.
Standard colours are natural and black.

NATURAL
Natural brings out the grain of the
wood and has a light finish

BLACK
The black variant has more of a gloss
finish with some texture visible in the
light
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ACCESSORIES

WORKTOP

A range of accessories from monitor arms to
removable white boards and screens can be fitted
to the Shinto. Shelves and trays create extra space
and are available in a range of colours and sizes to
suit.

The Shinto ffers various work top sizes in a variety of colours
and laminates. Our laminates are hard wearing and resistant
to staining by liquids and UV light. The edging is a heat
bonded and scratch resistant, available in many colours. The
substrate of our worktops are manufactured from renewable
plantation timber.

POWER
Access from the cable trays below the work
top can be reached via desk scallops, in-desk
power and data boxes allowing you to plug in
from your desk top or a variety of electrical
and data power rails mounted either to the
desk top or the underside of the desk top.

LEG VARIETIES
The legs are are beechwood timber and a range of finishes
are available. Cable trays are matched in the same colour.
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Laminate tops which are
hard wearing and available
in a choice of colours and
woodgrain finishes

The mechanism tray is
extendable in length so
the desk structure can
be reused if the layout
of the work environment
changes.

Customise your furniture
with a timber veneer or
plywood tops on request

Metal components ensure
for strength and long-term
durability and in addition
can be recycled when
the product is no longer
required.
Durable powder coat
colours for the legs
and frames available in
white and black, as well
as custom colours on
request.

Made of Solid European
Beechwood timber, and
can be stained in a range
of colours.
Standard colours are
natural and black.
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TABLE TOPS
(all measurements in mm)

LINEAR

LINEAR DOUBLE

L-SHAPE

CURVED CORNER

CORNER SHAPED

L 1200 - 2100
W 600 - 800
H 700 - 1120

L 1200 - 2100
W 1200 - 1600
H 700 - 1120

L 1200 - 2100
W 600 - 800
H 700 - 1120

L 1200 - 2100
W 600 - 800
H 700 - 1120

L 1200 - 2100
W 600 - 800
H 700 - 1120

120 DEGREE

45 DEGREE CORNER

RIO

P-END

KIDNEY

L 1100 - 1500 (each axis)
W 600 - 800
H 700 - 1120

L 1200 - 2100
W 600 - 800
H 700 - 1120

L 1200 - 2100
W 600 - 800
H 700 - 1120

L 1200 - 2100
W 600 - 800
H 700 - 1120

L 1200 - 2100
W 600 - 800
H 700 - 1120
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ACCESSORIES

IN-DESK POWER BOX

SCALLOP WORKTOP

POWER RAIL

Available in white, black and silver with
scallop ends to allow cabling access
when closed. Different configurations
also available.

Allows for cabling access to the
underside of the desk in addition it
enables clamp on ergonomic arm to be
used

For access to desk top cabling additional
to the in desk box for the situations that
need additional power or data modules.
Different configurations also available.

CABLE BASKET

CABLE BASKET WITH OUTLET

POWER POST

Mounted under the desk to catch spare
cabling

Mounted under the desk with power and
data outlets

Various options to bring data and power
from the ceiling space to the workstation
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SCREENS

ZONE ACOUSTIC SCREEN

SHUSH PANEL

VEGA

3 standard colours available ex-stock
from our Shush panel range
BZ11 // BZ12 // BZ03

Customisable shapes

Rounded edges.

Various colours

Sizes:
1400 x 350
1400 x600

9 or 18 mm thickness
Single or Double ply

Internal Trim avaliable in
black or white

High Acoustic Quality and Pinnable
Options of:
Desk mounted
Frame Mounted
Floor mounted with adjustable feet.

Horizontal Support rail is available in
black or white
High Acoustic Quality and Pinnable
Options of:
Desk mounted
Frame Mounted
Floor mounted with adjustable feet.

Any choice of fabric covering which is
foam bonded for acoustic reduction
Options of:
Desk mounted
Frame Mounted
Floor mounted with adjustable feet.
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WARRANTY
A standard 5* years warranty applies, however the life
of this products frame is design to extend well beyond
its warranty. At the end of products life, it can be easily
dismantled into parts and then recycled.
* refer to product warranty
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